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Implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples in the United States: A Call to Action
for Inspired Advocacy in Indian Country.
lawreview.colorado.edu/digital/implementing-the-united-nations-declaration-on-the-rights-of-indigenous-peoples-in-the-
united-states/
In 2007, following decades of advocacy by indigenous peoples, the United Nations General
Assembly adopted the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Declaration). This is a
standard-setting document supported by the 148 member nations, including the United States,
committing to the individual and collective rights of indigenous peoples. These rights include
the right to self-determination, equality, property, culture, and economic well-being.[1] John
Echohawk, Executive Director of the Native American Rights Fund (NARF), has said that the
Declaration affirms many of the rights for which American Indians have been fighting
throughout generations.[2] It “recognizes the rights of [indigenous] people to self-
determination, their traditional lands, and their cultures and religions,” all central aspects of
tribal sovereignty. According to Echohawk, it was the tribal leaders who pushed President
Barack Obama to express national support for the Declaration in hope that it would “help the
tribes prevail in the U.S. judicial, legislative, and administrative forums.” [3]
Today’s challenge is to realize the promises of the Declaration in the lives of indigenous peoples.
In 2018, the University of Colorado Law School (CU Law) and NARF committed to working on
this challenge in the context of American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian rights.
Together they launched the joint “Project to Implement the U.N. Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples in the United States” (Project). In 2019, CU Law and NARF held a joint
conference to set the groundwork for the Project (the Conference), gathering tribal leaders,
attorneys, scholars, students, activists, and others to share ideas about the current state of
federal Indian law and how the Declaration might be used to inform advocacy in the field. This
Report provides a summary of the Conference and suggests next steps for assessing and
advancing use of the Declaration in advocacy regarding indigenous peoples’ rights in the United
States.
While implementation of the Declaration is a worldwide challenge, our efforts focus on the
United States. The United States announced its support for the Declaration in 2010 when
President Obama stated at a White House Tribal Nations Conference that “the aspirations [the
Declaration] affirms—including the respect for the institutions and rich cultures of Native
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peoples—are ones we must always seek to fulfill.”[4] Importantly, Obama stated that “what
matters far more than words . . . are actions to match those words.”[5] S. James Anaya, CU Law
Dean and former U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, has explained
that the Declaration represents “a convergence of common understandings about the rights of
indigenous peoples,” that now forms “part of U.S. domestic and foreign policy,” consistent with
its human rights obligations and reflecting a commitment to indigenous peoples.[6] In these
respects, the Declaration “should motivate and guide steps toward still-needed reconciliation
with the country’s indigenous peoples, on just terms.”[7]
In many ways, the Declaration has significant potential to address the challenges that American
Indian tribes face today.[8] Drawing on CU Law and NARF’s strengths in research, advocacy,
and collaboration with indigenous governments, the Project undertakes legal and policy work in
federal, state, and tribal settings, as well as institutions of civil society and industry. The goal is
to advance, where appropriate, the use of the Declaration as a framework and tool to advocate
for indigenous peoples’ rights.
The Project has multiple aims, including to foster awareness of the Declaration in Indian
Country[9] and to work closely with indigenous leaders on implementation efforts. The Project
partners with non-governmental organizations, universities, and organizations in furtherance of
indigenous peoples’ human rights, while advancing education about the Declaration. It also
fosters relationships among attorneys, tribal members, and others interested in the broader
effort. While this is primarily a legal advocacy project, its participants include both lawyers and
nonlawyers, some of whom are tribal leaders, traditional cultural practitioners, and members of
tribal communities. Indigenous peoples’ lifeways, values, and knowledge always guide this
Project.
As mentioned, CU Law and NARF launched the joint Project by co-sponsoring the Conference,
which was held at the University of Colorado Law School in Boulder, Colorado, on March 15–16,
2019. Over two days, attorneys, scholars, tribal leaders, activists, students, and others discussed
challenges in federal Indian law and the potential role of the Declaration in advocacy efforts.
Collectively, this cohort began drafting implementation plans in workshops addressing language
rights, business and human rights, religious freedoms, cultural rights, Indian child welfare,
climate change and environmental policy, and technology, media, and communications.
The ideas and commitments shared at the 2019 Conference are described and memorialized in
this Report. The Report cites both actual presentations from the Conference as well as
publications by the presenters and others in the fields of American Indian law, human rights,
and international law. Additionally, it contributes to a dialogue about the role of the Declaration
in the United States—a dialogue that will surely evolve over time among tribal leaders, scholars,
lawyers, students, and community members.
Part I identifies certain challenges of federal Indian law and describes how the Declaration could
be used as a tool in addressing these challenges. Part II introduces the human rights framework
expressed in the Declaration, discusses its status in international and domestic law, and
provides examples of implementation in the United States, with comparative references to
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Canada, Belize, New Zealand, Brazil, and Japan. Part III summarizes the Conference’s workshop
component, including implementation in the following subject matter areas: (1) Language
Rights, (2) Business & Human Rights, (3) Religious Freedoms, (4) Cultural Rights, (5) Indian
Child Welfare, (6) Climate Change & Environmental Policy, and (7) Technology,
Communications, & Media. The Report concludes with suggestions for next steps in analyzing
and implementing the Declaration in the United States.
Introduction.
I. The Challenges of Federal Indian Law and the Promises of the
Declaration.
1. 
1. Historical Antecedents: The Discourses of Conquest
2. A Call to Action: Reforming Federal Indian Law.
II.  Understanding the Declaration in International and Domestic Law..
1. 
1. The Jurisgenerative Moment in Indigenous Peoples’ Human Rights
2. The Status of the Declaration and Its Role in Domestic Legal Reform
3. Comparative Approaches.
1. Maya Land Rights in Belize.
2. Toward a National Action Plan in New Zealand.
3. Resistance in Brazil Amidst Regressive Attitudes.
4. Japanese Recognition of the Ainu.
III. Implementing the Declaration in the U.S.
1. 
1. The Foundational Norm of Self-Determination.
2. Law and Social Movements in Indian Country.
3. Inspired Action in Indian Country.
Subject 1: Language Rights.
Subject 2: Business & Human Rights.
Subject 3: Religious Freedoms.
Subject 4: Cultural Rights.
Subject 5: Indian Child Welfare.
Subject 6: Climate Change & Environmental Policy.
Subject 7: Technology, Media, & Communications.
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Conclusion.
I.               The Challenges of Federal Indian Law and the Promises of
the Declaration
The Conference began with keynote addresses by Walter Echo-Hawk and Robert A. Williams. In
their work as attorneys, scholars, and authors, Echo-Hawk and Williams have unearthed legal
histories of oppression and dispossession, as well as traditions of resistance and advocacy that
indigenous peoples have used to survive into the present day. This Part of the Report
summarizes their presentations and integrates other relevant materials.
A.    Historical Antecedents: The Discourses of Conquest
Williams set the stage for conversations that recognize the centuries of conquest and
colonization experienced by indigenous peoples and the dark legacy that this period casts over
contemporary matters. In his address, Williams reminded the audience that, in the 1400s, every
European colonial power claimed rights to the New World and all resources found therein under
the Doctrine of Discovery.[10]
Drawing from his many works on the subject, Williams explained:
[T]his doctrine essentially conquered the world . . . [it] was the legal doctrine that facilitated and
[legitimized] the foundations of colonization and conquest . . . and was utilized not only as the
legal foundation but the actual architecture [of colonization; thus] . . . by the time the founders
[of the United States] got a hold of it, the architecture [was] already there, pre-determined . . .
and controlled all title in the new world.[11]
Williams revisited the 1823 case of Johnson v. M’Intosh, in which the U.S. Supreme Court Chief
Justice John Marshall “decided the rights of Indians to the lands they had occupied since time
immemorial.”[12] Chief Justice Marshall wrote:
[O]n the discovery of this immense continent, the great nations of Europe were eager to
appropriate to themselves so much of it as they could respectively acquire. Its vast extent offered
an ample field to the ambition and enterprise of all; and the character and religion of its
inhabitants afforded an apology for considering them as a people over whom the superior genius
of Europe might claim an ascendancy. . . . But, as [the European nations] were all in pursuit of
nearly the same object, it was necessary, in order to avoid conflicting settlements, and
consequent war with each other, to establish a principle . . . that discovery gave title to the
government by whose subjects, or by whose authority, it was made, against all other European
governments, which title might be consummated by possession.[13]
According to Williams, Johnson v. M’Intosh was the first case to “legitimize” the Doctrine of
Discovery and express that indigenous peoples and nations were not on par with European
people and nations.[14] Subsequently, in “New Zealand, Australia, Belize, [and] South Africa . . .
[Johnson has been cited] as leading authority.”[15]
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As Williams has explained elsewhere, the Doctrine of Discovery, along with racialized notions of
American Indian “savagery,” continues to influence modern law, especially the decisions of the
Supreme Court.16F[16]
B.    A Call to Action: Reforming Federal Indian Law
Walter Echo-Hawk’s keynote addressed the “dark side” of federal Indian law—the contemporary
ramifications of the doctrines analyzed by Williams. Epidemics like poverty in Indian Country
(caused and exacerbated in part by the historic and unredressed taking of Indian property)[17]
and violence against indigenous women (abetted by the dismantling of tribal jurisdiction over
reservation-based crime) have historic origins.[18] Colonization and its contemporary forms
continue to provide support for judicial decisions denying indigenous rights in the areas of land,
[19] religion,[20] and self-government.[21] Indeed, for at least thirty years, the Supreme Court
decided the vast majority of Indian law cases against tribal interests.[22]
While the Court has recently decided several cases about treaty rights and sovereign immunity
in favor of tribes, it is difficult to know if a more favorable trend is emerging.[23] Tribal
advocates are facing renewed challenges to federal statutory programs benefitting Indians and
Indian Country.[24] Under the Obama Administration, tribes achieved several victories in
settling Indian land-trust claims and restoring the tribal land base, but the Trump
Administration has taken an opposite tack.[25] Given federal Indian law’s origins in racialized
notions of Indian inferiority, it may take deeper structural reforms to truly improve tribal-
federal relations in a way that bends the long arc of history toward justice instead of blowing
with the winds of politics.[26]
Echo-Hawk called on participants to focus on certain inequities and injustices deeply
entrenched in the current doctrines of federal Indian law that, in his view, can be addressed
through advocacy involving the Declaration:
Still, Echo-Hawk warned of challenges in the path ahead and charged everyone present “to take
courage and be kaki kuriiru, which in the Pawnee language means to be without fear.”[37] After
Echo-Hawk’s address, other speakers elaborated on the important role of the Declaration in
upholding indigenous peoples’ rights in the United States.
Dalee Sambo Dorough, Inuit-Alaskan scholar and current Chair of the Inuit Circumpolar
Conference, encouraged a broad approach to human rights advocacy, noting that the Declaration
operates alongside other international instruments, such as the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racism.[38] She
further encouraged use of the international recourse mechanisms by tribal governments and
councils. Indigenous peoples in the United States are uniquely positioned to play a critical role
in countering the challenges to the status of the Declaration by asserting the authority to be
equal participants in international lawmaking. Today, she said, “we have a unique opportunity
to make a contribution to the international human rights world, offer[ing] the recognition of the
sovereignty and the status of tribal governments across the United States to the larger
international discussion of recognition of indigenous peoples.”[39]
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II.            Understanding the Declaration in International and Domestic
Law
A.    The Jurisgenerative Moment in Indigenous Peoples’ Human Rights
The U.N. General Assembly’s 2007 adoption of the Declaration marks a “jurisgenerative
moment in indigenous peoples’ human rights,” in which “indigenous peoples are influencing law
around and outside of their communities, all the way up into state and international
practice.”[45] By their very participation in institutions that have sought to exclude them,
indigenous peoples have begun to influence and change the state-centric model of international
law. And, by recovering their own legal traditions and working to decolonize institutions,
indigenous peoples “increasingly expect international human rights law to reflect and advance
indigenous norms—and for indigenous law, in turn, to reflect the best of international human
rights principles.”[46]
Implementation of the Declaration must take account of the interlinking nature of legal
institutions in the human rights system. Indigenous peoples are pursuing a “multi-site”
approach to human rights in various forums, including indigenous, national, and international
bodies.[47] The following figure illustrates the multiple realms of influence and how indigenous
peoples are participating in all levels of law and policy making, fomenting this jurisgenerative
moment globally.
Working to implement human rights law is a deeply challenging project, even outside of the
indigenous context.[48]Advocacy using international law and institutions requires the
development of expertise, significant resources, and a commitment to change our goals in favor
of the long-term versus immediate results. As scholars and advocates have explained,
implementing human rights involves ongoing participation, dialogue, diplomacy, and
negotiation.[49]Moreover, the legal aspects of human rights advocacy, which so deeply inform
our Project here, must be complemented by efforts in other realms of society.[50] The above
figure shows the interconnection of indigenous, national, and international law work, while also
acknowledging the importance of culture, community, education, funding, and other factors in
the indigenous rights’ movement.[51]
B.    The Status of the Declaration and Its Role in Domestic Legal
Reform
In his Conference remarks, S. James Anaya, Dean of the University of Colorado Law School and
former United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,[52] addressed
these challenges generally and as they pertain to indigenous peoples’ advocacy efforts within the
United States. Specifically, he analyzed the relationship between international law, domestic law
and institutions, and the Declaration in legal advocacy and reform within the United States.[53]
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First and foremost, the Declaration is an instrument representing the collective human rights
aspirations of indigenous peoples from across the globe and the formal embrace of those
aspirations by a vast majority of U.N. member states, which voted for or subsequently expressed
support for it. More technically, the Declaration is a “resolution” of the U.N. General Assembly
and, as such, is a formal expression of the will of that body, comprised of the U.N. Member
States.
By its very nature, the Declaration itself is not legally binding as a matter of international law.
The Declaration, however, does have important legal significance in the following ways. First, as
an authoritative statement of human rights by the U.N. General Assembly, it is properly
understood to be expressive of the content of U.N. Member States’ obligations to promote and
respect human rights under the U.N. Charter.[54] Similarly, the Declaration is a source of
interpretation of states’ obligations under human rights treaties they have ratified, including the
international legal obligations of the United States under the U.S.-ratified International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination. The expert committees established by these widely ratified
human rights treaties to monitor state party compliance with their substantive terms have
frequently referred to the Declaration to interpret relevant provisions of these treaties in the
context of matters involving indigenous peoples.[55]
Additionally, the Declaration has contributed to the development of—and at least partially
reflects—general principles of international law or customary international law.[56] A study
conducted by a multinational committee of international law experts and approved by the
International Law Association concluded that the Declaration “includes several key provisions
which correspond to existing State obligations under customary international law.”[57]
The authority and normative force of the Declaration can be seen in the work of the several U.N.
mechanisms devoted expressly to advancing indigenous peoples’ rights, namely the Expert
Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (“Expert Mechanism”), the Special Rapporteur
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (“Special Rapporteur”), and the Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues (“Permanent Forum”). The Expert Mechanism[58] is mandated by the U.N.
Human Rights Council to help states and indigenous peoples realize the aims of the Declaration.
[59] The Expert Mechanism does not function as a monitoring body, but rather uses three
modalities to help implement the Declaration: (1) undertaking country engagements to facilitate
dialogue and provide technical expertise to states and indigenous peoples, (2) conducting
studies and providing reports to inform the Human Rights Council on challenges and best
practices experienced by indigenous peoples, and (3) coordinating with U.N. agencies to
effectuate indigenous peoples’ rights in the U.N. system.[60] The Special Rapporteur is
appointed by the U.N. Human Rights Council to address specific violations of indigenous
peoples’ rights and address impediments to realizing their rights, report on the situations of
indigenous peoples in their countries, and conduct thematic studies, among other things.[61]
Recent special rapporteurs have relied heavily on the Declaration in all of these activities. The
Permanent Forum[62] is an advisory body to the U.N. Economic and Social Council, whose
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mandate includes raising awareness of, and coordinating indigenous peoples’ issues within the
U.N. system, preparing and disseminating information on indigenous peoples’ issues, and
promoting respect for the Declaration.[63]
Thus, while the Declaration is not clearly binding in its own right like a ratified treaty is, it does
have a clear role in determining states’ international legal obligations in relation to indigenous
peoples, as well as in motivating scrutiny in that regard through formal international
institutions.
Turning to the relationship between the Declaration and law reform within the United States,
Dean Anaya observed in his Conference remarks that the legal obligations and policy
prescriptions represented by the Declaration run primarily to the political and administrative
branches of government. Congress undoubtedly has the power (if not yet the political will) to
enact reforms in relevant existing legislation and federal programming to bring them into
conformity with the Declaration. For example, Congress could reform the Antiquities Act to
provide greater protection for places that are sacred to indigenous peoples, in accordance with
the Declaration. Indeed, an entire legislative agenda could be organized around the Declaration.
[64]
Likewise, the federal executive branch and its various agencies could advance implementation of
the Declaration within the discretionary powers granted the executive by the Constitution or
statutory directives. For example, an executive order would be appropriate to enhance
procedures for consulting with indigenous peoples on matters affecting them, in accordance
with the Declaration’s provisions on consultation and free, prior, and informed consent.
As for implementing the Declaration through domestic courts in the United States, a starting
point is the federal court precedent establishing that general or customary international law is
part of federal common law.[65] Since the landmark case of Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins,[66]
the corpus of federal common law has shrunk to those areas of particular federal concern, and
there is a robust debate about the extent to which customary international law is part of
judicially enforceable federal law without congressional incorporation.[67] Nonetheless, it is
clearly the case that one such remaining area of federal common law is that relating to Indian
affairs, that is, the judge-made part of federal Indian law, which goes back to at least the famous
trilogy of cases decided by Chief Justice Marshall for the Supreme Court in the nineteenth
century: Johnson v. M’Intosh, Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, and Worcester v. Georgia.[68] True
to the historical relationship between international law and federal common law, Chief Justice
Marshall in those cases developed doctrine on the status and rights of Indian nations based
substantially upon the contemporaneous relevant principles of the “law of nations” and colonial
practice among European powers. It is now frequently observed that federal Indian law remains
moored in the retrograde doctrine of the international law of the colonial era—virtually the only
place in modern jurisprudence where that colonial doctrine lives. The federal courts should now
be pressed to reform the foundational doctrine of federal Indian law on the basis of the current
relevant general or customary international law as reflected by the Declaration.[69] The plenary
power and trust doctrines and the law of aboriginal title are particular areas of federal Indian
law that should be judicially reformed in light of contemporary international standards.
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Contemporary international law as reflected in the Declaration can also be used to interpret
existing federal statutes or Indian treaties. A maxim of federal statutory interpretation is that
federal statutes should always be interpreted, to the extent possible, to be consistent with the
obligations of the United States under international law.[70] This maxim requires strong judicial
consideration, especially when interpreting a federal statute relating to Indian nations—of the
norms of customary international law reflected in the Declaration, as well as of the provisions of
U.S.-ratified human rights treaties that the Declaration expounds, notwithstanding the non-self-
executing character of those treaties.[71]
Finally, whether or not the Declaration in any particular case is deemed to reflect binding
international law, it can and should be used to interpret federal common or statutory law, given
the Declaration’s authoritative status as a pronouncement of the U.N. General Assembly in
which the United States has concurred. Federal courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, have
often cited nonbinding resolutions of the United Nations and other international institutions, as
well as nonbinding foreign sources, as persuasive authority in appropriate cases.[72]
As Dean Anaya explained, in several notable cases involving subjects such as the juvenile death
penalty and same-sex marriage, the Supreme Court cited international law and the practices of
other states in the interpretation of the U.S. Constitution.[73] While the U.S. Supreme Court has
not yet cited the Declaration, a federal district court in Pueblo of Jemez v. United States recently
cited it to bolster its holding in an ongoing case regarding Jemez Pueblo’s claim to aboriginal
title.[74] With respect to administrative law, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
which oversees indigenous peoples’ traditional cultural properties, has adopted the Declaration
as a matter of internal policy on sacred sites.[75] Several federal departments and agencies cite
the Declaration with respect to indigenous peoples’ access to the public lands and environmental
protection.[76]
Dean Anaya’s Country Report on the United States, authored when he was U.N. Special
Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,[77] carefully analyzed the situation of
indigenous peoples in the United States vis-à-vis human rights standards, including the
Declaration. The Report called for a number of measures that address the well-being of
American Indian children, violence against indigenous women, poverty in Indian Country,
unresolved land claims, and religious and cultural freedoms. He articulated these in the spirit of
realizing American commitments to democracy and equality, and a program of reconciliation
between the United States and its indigenous and nonindigenous citizens. Many of Anaya’s
recommendations—for example, restoration or co-management of the Black Hills to the Sioux
people for moral, cultural, economic, and social reasons—are attainable goals that could truly
advance justice and healing in the United States.
Some of the most promising examples of implementation are being undertaken by indigenous
peoples themselves in their own institutions of government and culture.[78] This work is
important not only because it institutionalizes the Declaration in tribal law but also because that
process gives tribes a chance to interpret terms of the Declaration through the lens of tribal law
and custom.[79] Greg Bigler, District Court Judge at the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, shared that
his tribe’s work to translate the Declaration into the Muscogee language was led by ceremonial
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leaders and fluent speakers.[80] In the process, traditional people have been able to share what
it means to protect cultural property, lands, and jurisdiction in distinctly Muscogee terms.[81]
Subsequently, the Muscogee (Creek) Nation tribal council passed legislation incorporating the
Declaration into tribal law.
Nathaniel Brown, Council Delegate for the 24  Navajo Nation Council,[82] explained that in
2006, the Navajo Nation created the Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission (NNHRC).[83]
In 2017, the Naabik’ íyáti’ Committee passed NABIJN-50-17, legislation that supports the
Declaration and requests that the U.S. government fully implement the Declaration.[84] Brown
stated that Navajo people understand that the Declaration is an additional protection for Navajo
people around the world. The NNHRC, in reports and petitions on sacred sites and water
resources, has used the Navajo language and fundamental law to amplify how the Declaration’s
various provisions can be used and understood vis-à-vis Navajo clan relationships and
subsistence practices.[85] A number of other tribal courts and councils in the United States have
adopted or cited the Declaration, along with other instruments of international law.[86]
At a minimum, the Declaration can help states interpret and understand their existing human
rights obligations as a matter of international and domestic law in the indigenous peoples’
context.[87] The Declaration sets forth the normative baseline obligations for states and is
increasingly relied upon in international and domestic legal systems, including in the United
States.
C.    Comparative Approaches
As indigenous peoples in the United States assess opportunities for legal reform consistent with
the Declaration, it is helpful to examine the approaches of other countries. Thus, a panel on the
second day of the Conference looked at “comparative approaches” to implementing the
Declaration. Summaries of these presentations are provided here.
1.     Maya Land Rights in Belize
Cristina Coc, a spokesperson of the Maya Leaders Alliance Association Belize, addressed the use
of the Declaration in a multipronged strategy to protect Maya lands against development by the
national government and industry in Belize. In the 1990s, the government of Belize granted
logging concessions and oil exploration licenses allowing companies to engage in natural
resource extractive activities on lands used and occupied by the Maya people. The Maya decided
to fight these activities through a strategy that was partly legal—namely arguing that, as a matter
of equality, indigenous land tenure should be treated equally with the land rights of other
citizens—and partly cultural—namely strengthening the language, subsistence activities,
governance, and families of the Maya people. A 2007 landmark decision of the Belize Supreme
Court recognized that Maya customary land rights constitute property under the Belize
constitution and ordered that Belize recognize and demarcate the collective title of the Maya,
while also ceasing any acts that affect or interfere with the use and value of the land.88F[88]
Importantly, the Court cited the Declaration’s Article 26, which provides:
th
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1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have
traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired.
2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories
and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional
occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.
3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources.
Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land
tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned.
On the legal status of the Declaration, the Court stated:
This Declaration – GA Res 61 /295, was adopted by an overwhelming number of 143 states in
favour with only four States against with eleven abstentions. It is of some signal importance, in
my view, that Belize voted in favour of this Declaration. And I find its Article 26 of especial
resonance and relevance in the context of this case, reflecting, as I think it does, the growing
consensus and the general principles of international law on indigenous peoples and their lands
and resources. . . . I am therefore, of the view that this Declaration, embodying as it does,
general principles of international law relating to indigenous peoples and their lands and
resources, is of such force that the defendants, representing the Government of Belize, will not
disregard it. Belize, it should be remembered, voted for it. In Article 42 of the Declaration, the
United Nations, its bodies and specialized agencies including at the country level, and states, are
enjoined to promote respect for and full application of the Declaration’s provision and to follow
up its effectiveness.[89]
Coc expressed that at all stages before, during, and after the Cal litigation, the Maya have
proceeded with caution. They did not pursue litigation necessarily to fix their historical
sufferings, but as a strategy to buy time that would allow for colonial laws to reconcile with the
laws of indigenous peoples.[90] While international law and the Declaration in particular played
a pivotal role in the progress the Maya people currently enjoy, most importantly, indigenous
peoples themselves have given meaning to the Declaration in their own context. The Maya
people are now engaged in a long-term struggle to realize the rights articulated in the Cal
decision, a process that has required them to go back to court,[91] and seek U.N. support,[92] in
order to enforce the demarcation and titling orders. Even more fundamentally, perhaps, the
Maya people are working to articulate their own norms and customs of land tenure, along with
an agenda for sustainable development.[93] The Maya example reveals successful use of the
Declaration in a domestic judicial case, supported by regional and international actions, and
ultimately requiring legislative and administrative enforcement. It also emphasizes the
importance of indigenous peoples’ own laws, customs, and traditions in the substance and
process of human rights advocacy.
2.     Toward a National Action Plan in New Zealand
New Zealand has become the first country to seriously commit to the development of a national
action plan to implement the Declaration. This follows on years of advocacy by Māori people
supporting the adoption of the Declaration, and then participating in U.N. processes to hold
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New Zealand to its terms.
Tracey Whare, a lecturer at the University of Auckland, stated in her presentation that the
Aotearoa Independent Monitoring Mechanism  relied on the Expert Mechanism, submitting
five annual reports to the Mechanism, identifying priority areas and providing up-to-date
information on the status of Māori rights.  Per its mandate, the Expert Mechanism:
[P]rovides the Human Rights Council with expertise and advice on the rights of indigenous
peoples as set out in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and
assists Member States, upon request, in achieving the ends of the Declaration through the
promotion, protection, and fulfilment [sic] of the rights of indigenous peoples.
Under the Expert Mechanism’s recently expanded mandate, the Aotearoa Independent
Monitoring Mechanism, together with the New Zealand Human Rights Commission, requested
the Expert Mechanism to provide advice on the development of a national plan of action to
achieve the Declaration’s ends in New Zealand.  The request was supported by the state of
New Zealand, which worked with the Māori parties and the Expert Mechanism to set terms of
reference for the visit.  In April 2019, the Expert Mechanism visited the country to facilitate
dialogue and provide technical advice to support the drafting of a strategy or action plan that
includes specific measures and objectives to implement the Declaration in New Zealand,
including the right to self-determination as a cross-cutting right. The Expert Mechanism
provided advice on an appropriate engagement strategy associated with the plan, with a
particular focus on identifying how Māori leaders and individuals can partner in the process of
developing and implementing the plan.  At this writing, New Zealand is still working to assess
and integrate this advice, a process that will take time.
The New Zealand example illustrates the use of international indigenous peoples’ mechanisms
in domestic implementation and may ultimately give rise to the first national implementation
plan for the Declaration.
3.     Resistance in Brazil Amidst Regressive Attitudes
Erika Yamada, Chair and Member of the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
from Latin America, spoke on the importance of using the Declaration amidst deteriorating
political rhetoric and increasing threats to indigenous peoples.[100] In Brazil, the government
recognizes over three hundred indigenous groups, speaking 280 different languages, including
at least twenty-six groups living in voluntary isolation.[101] While indigenous peoples live and
have territories in all twenty-six federated states, they are currently struggling with, and
resisting a significant regression regarding indigenous peoples’ rights in Brazilian politics.[102]
Elected in 2018, President Jair Bolsonaro campaigned on returning to past policies with regard
to indigenous peoples.[103] His view is that indigenous peoples hold too much land and that it
could be used more profitably for extractive industries. As media outlets have reported, gold
miners recently killed indigenous leaders, perhaps emboldened by Bolsonaro to exploit








Under the policies of fifty years ago, the disappearance of indigenous peoples was accepted and
normalized in mainstream Brazilian society. Countless cases of mass killings of indigenous
peoples, terrorization of indigenous women, removals and kidnapping of indigenous children,
torture, and slavery were at best ignored, and at worst, supported by state authorities. A
National Truth Commission began investigating these cases and found that at least eight
thousand indigenous people were killed under the dictatorial regime, and no meaningful process
of reparation and reconciliation for those groups has begun.[105]
Today, unfortunately, many of the rights in Brazilian law that are in line with the Declaration are
under threat. Nevertheless, indigenous peoples are resisting and making great use of the
Declaration.[106] Despite language barriers, Yamada explained that indigenous peoples from
Brazil are utilizing international forums that are sometimes the only venue willing to hear their
voices. This led to increasing participation of indigenous peoples in the Inter-American System,
at the Human Rights Council sessions, at the Permanent Forum, and with the Expert
Mechanism.[107]
There is a growing awareness of the Declaration and of the role of special rapporteurs precisely
because of the state’s disregard for indigenous peoples’ rights. Nonetheless, it is also true that,
for the most part, grassroots organizations do not know about the Declaration. But when
indigenous peoples learn about the Declaration, they feel empowered knowing that their rights
are written in instruments that can help them achieve favorable legal results.
In Brazil, the visits of two special rapporteurs raised awareness of the Declaration and helped
increase visibility for some of the most emblematic cases of violations. Those visits also helped
publicly recognize the persistent institutional racism in Brazil against indigenous peoples, but
the government has taken no concrete measures to implement the rapporteurs’
recommendations.[108] On the other hand, interaction with the special rapporteur brought the
main indigenous organizations and many of the leaders closer to the U.N. system, and in 2017,
indigenous leaders organized a strong advocacy campaign around the Universal Periodic Review
process of the Human Rights Council.[109] Indigenous peoples presented a request to the
Expert Mechanism for technical assistance to help them dialogue with the government to
identify when a recommendation by the Universal Periodic Review will be implemented.[110]
Given the struggle of indigenous peoples in Brazil, and their plea for alliances and international
solidarity, Yamada encouraged allies to express their support whenever possible and to
remember that the advances that indigenous peoples achieve in the United States trigger
advances in other parts of the world as well.
4.     Japanese Recognition of the Ainu
Professor Kunihiko Yoshida, together with President of the Ainu Women’s Association
Ryohko Tahara, gave presentations about the Declaration and the Ainu people of Japan.
Tahara explained, “The Ainu are a northern people of hunter-gatherers and fishermen who have
maintained their own unique religion, language, culture and lifeways since ancient times, in
balance with the natural surroundings of Hokkaido, Sakhalin, and the Kurile Islands, also
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known as Ainu Mosir, the Land of the Ainu.”[111]
As Yoshida noted, the Ainu have experienced state-based discrimination and oppression, dating
back to at least the Meiji Restoration of 1868, which restored imperial power in Japan.[112] In
1875, with the signing of the Treaty of St. Petersburg between Russia and Japan, Japan forced
the Ainu to relinquish their traditional homelands in southern Sakhalin and the Kurile Islands.
In 1899, Japan annexed the Ainu territory in Hokkaido through the Hokkaido Former
Aborigines Protection Act of 1899.[113] The Act outlawed use of Ainu language as well as Ainu
hunting and fishing practices. Japan finally repealed the Hokkaido Former Aborigines
Protection Act in 1997.[114]
Recent national legislation, which became effective on May 24, 2019, formally recognizes the
Ainu as the indigenous people of Japan.[115] On the one hand, this is one of relatively few
examples of national legislation in Asia recognizing indigenous peoples,[116] and it eases the
regulatory process for Ainu access to fishing and hunting. On the other hand, some have
criticized it as focusing primarily on cultural institutions and the attraction of tourists.[117] The
legislation has been reported to lack rights of self-determination and education, as recognized in
the Declaration.[118] The Ainu face poverty, discrimination, and oppression, as well as
environmental challenges and incidents of hate speech. According to Yoshida, these issues,
along with repatriation of human remains,[119] must be addressed for the Ainu to achieve
justice consistent with the Declaration going forward.[120]
III.          Implementing the Declaration in the U.S.
Turning to implementation in the United States, conference panelists addressed the
foundational norm of self-determination as it applies in various domestic settings. A lunchtime
dialogue considered aspects of movement building in Indian Country, with an eye toward
informing future efforts around the Declaration. Speakers and audience members joined
workshops to brainstorm about implementation in areas ranging from language and business
rights to the environment and technology.
A. The Foundational Norm of Self-Determination
The Conference panel on “Self-Determination & Human Rights in the U.S. ” explored the right of
“self-determination,” which is in many ways the foundational element of the indigenous peoples’
human rights movement in the United States.[121] Speakers included Judge Greg Bigler,
Professor Carla Fredericks, Professor Angela Riley, Professor Wenona Singel, and Mr. Robert
(“Tim”) Coulter, who could not attend but submitted written remarks.
Professor Carla Fredericks, a member of the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara Nation, as well as
Director of the University of Colorado’s American Indian Law Clinic, observed that although the
obligation to implement the Declaration falls on national governments and not tribal
governments,[129] she noted that in many cases tribes do not want to wait and see what is going
to happen in the courts, or in U.S. policy. The issues now confronting Indian Country are
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producing some dire consequences, especially in the realm of natural resource development,
which has impacts on tribal lands, waters, and cultures, and has been linked to violence against
women and human trafficking.
Fredericks explained, for example, that global resistance to the Dakota Access Pipeline, (DAPL),
began when the federal government granted a permit to Energy Transfer Partners to construct
an oil pipeline across the lands and under the waters of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe without
its consent and in violation of a treaty. The Tribe was concerned that the construction would
destroy sacred sites and burial grounds and that, once constructed, any leaks from the pipeline
would threaten the Missouri River, which is one of the Reservation’s main sources of drinking
water, and is vital for ceremonial purposes. Pursuant to Article 19 of the Declaration, states must
generally secure indigenous peoples’ “free, prior and informed consent” (“FPIC”) to legislative or
administrative matters affecting them.[130] In the wake of natural resource development
challenges, Fredericks explained that U.S. tribes have begun to develop their own FPIC
protocols.[131]While tribes are developing their own FPIC protocols, the private industry and
federal government are also realizing that better consultation and consent frameworks can
minimize the risk and costs associated with projects that would otherwise lead to litigation,
conflict, and other forms of delay.[132]
Professor Wenona Singel, an Odawa lawyer currently serving as deputy legal counsel to
Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer, addressed the role of state governments in respecting
indigenous rights to self-determination.[133] Singel identified Mino Bimaadzowin, the
Anishibemowin term for living a good life, as a way of improving state-tribal relations. Singel
said state government can help to effectuate indigenous rights to self-determination by honoring
the Anishinabe Seven Grandfather teachings of Recognition (truth and respect), Consultation
(respect, honesty, and humility), and Collaboration (bravery, respect, and love).[134] With
respect to recognition, state executive directives and accords obligate the state to respect treaty
rights, self-government, and indigenous peoples’ histories. The state should recognize the
histories of removing Indian children from their families, sending them to boarding schools, or
burning them out of their homes.[135] There must be recognition and respect for these
experiences through tribal-state partnerships and consultations on issues, including water,
climate, energy, and economic development.1[136]
B. Law and Social Movements in Indian Country
Professor Wilkinson and Professor Tsosie inspired the audience to draw strength from
indigenous leaders of previous generations and take up the mantle of advocacy. The ensuing
discussion with participants raised important questions for future consideration, including the
necessity of studying other social movements,[142] such as the Civil Rights movement of the
1960s[143] and the LGBTQ rights movement of the 2000s,[144] from which indigenous leaders
and advocates might learn important strategic lessons and consider strategic alliances. At the
same time, participants also discussed the need for an indigenous rights movement to stay true
to indigenous peoples’ histories and cultural values through connection to traditional
ceremonial leaders and grassroots indigenous organizations.
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C. Inspired Action in Indian Country
Moving from the foundational norm of self-determination and reflections on law and social
movements in Indian Country, Conference participants considered strategies to implement the
Declaration. The two most salient, cross-cutting themes were the need for education and
capacity building.
In terms of education, participants identified a clear need to inform indigenous peoples,
students, lawyers for tribes, and political leaders about the Declaration, its history, content,
status, and potential. Such education should occur through mutually informative sessions in
which indigenous peoples are empowered to share their experiences and aspirations in
conversations with individuals knowledgeable about the Declaration and the broader human
rights movement. Ideally, many of these sessions would occur through live workshops in
indigenous communities, informed by the cultural context of the relevant tribe.
Participants also discussed tribal capacity building. Examples may include creating a website to
collect and disseminate information about the Declaration—including, for example, tribal codes
that have adopted it and comparative examples from other countries. Others called for
development of an “implementation tool-kit” for tribes to adapt to their own purposes, and
training sessions for tribal leaders and attorneys who wish to use the Declaration in advocacy
and reform.
Conference participants next divided up into different workshops to focus on implementation in
the realms of—language rights; business and human rights; religious freedoms; cultural rights;
child welfare; climate change and environmental policy; and technology, communications, and
media. Summaries of these workshops and some of the ideas and recommendations shared are
as follows:
Subject 1: Language Rights[145]
The language rights workshop was preceded by a special session on the International Year of
Indigenous Languages. Andrew Cowell, a University of Colorado Linguistics Professor, opened
with a speech on the Declaration given entirely in the Arapahoe language.
In an opening address, Alexey Tsykarev, member of the Expert Mechanism from the Russian
Federation and Eastern Europe, and a language rights activist among the Karelian people of
Russia, explained that the U.N. General Assembly proclaimed 2019 as the “International Year of
Indigenous Languages” (IYIL2019).[146] As the United Nation’s lead agency on IYIL2019, the
U.N. Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) acknowledges that language
is a core component of human rights and fundamental freedoms, and is essential to realizing
sustainable development, good governance, peace, and reconciliation.[147] The aim is to foster
awareness of indigenous peoples’ language vulnerability and encourage states to develop
national action plans to effectuate indigenous peoples’ language rights.[148]
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Panelists and workshop participants reflected that the problem regarding indigenous languages
has two main facets: the vulnerability of indigenous-language speakers and the vulnerability of
the languages themselves.[149] For speakers, denial of language rights may infringe on
individual dignity, safety, and life, as well as collective interests in identity, knowledge, and
culture.[150] With respect to the vitality of the languages themselves,[151] experts estimate that
between 50 percent and 90 percent of the world’s nearly seven thousand languages will be
extinct by the year 2100.[152] Societal ramifications include loss of biological diversity that
correlates with linguistic diversity, loss of knowledge expressed uniquely in certain languages,
and diminishing opportunities for intercultural dialogue.[153] Recognizing both the
vulnerability and importance of indigenous languages, Article 13 of the Declaration provides:
(1) Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future
generations their histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and
literatures, and to designate and retain their own names for communities, places and persons.
(2) States shall take effective measures to ensure that this right is protected and to ensure that
indigenous peoples can understand and be understood in political, legal and administrative
proceedings, where necessary through the provision of interpretation or by other appropriate
means. [154]
Other articles of the Declaration relate to language rights by recognizing indigenous rights to
education,[155] media,[156]and access to services including health,[157] justice,[158] and
employment.[159]
Today, at the federal level, indigenous language rights are formally acknowledged by the Native
American Languages Act of 1990 (NALA), the Esther Martinez Language Preservation Act, as
well as education and voting rights legislation. Recently, the U.S. Census assessed indigenous
language use for the first time and found that about 372,000 people speak Native North
American languages at home. The most common of these languages is Navajo, or Diné, with
nearly 170,000 speakers, followed by Yupik and Dakota, each with about 19,000 speakers. After
that, the U.S. Census also found tribal languages with only thousands, hundreds, or even dozens
of speakers.
Implementing the Declaration with respect to language rights in the United States has the
potential to redress historic injustices of the federal government’s suppression of indigenous
languages, and also to help inspire in all Americans the understanding that indigenous
languages can and should be treated as a human right. Indigenous languages are not
anachronistic aspects of a dying culture, but are rather vital resources of expression and
information that can foster identity and innovation in the future.[160] Moreover, as Judge Greg
Bigler observed, “traditional tribal concepts, often uniquely expressed in tribal languages, are
key to contemporary tribal jurisprudence.”[161] Our efforts must ensure that federal and state
law comply with the terms of the Declaration and help indigenous peoples recover from the
shame and loss of their languages. Implementing the Declaration should focus on legal reform
as well as cultural and social changes—working to instill pride and belief in the vitality of
indigenous languages.
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Above all, language-rights advocacy should honor the pedagogies emerging out of indigenous
communities. Euchee language program youth director and traditional Chief Yoney Spencer
spoke of tribal programming for youth in his community. These programs are all deeply tied to
identity and survival of indigenous peoples. Spencer explained that as he learned about the
Declaration, he saw how it impacted all phases of his life as a Euchee: language, culture, religion,
women, and people with disabilities. He argued that Indian people need the Declaration to
assert their traditional ways.[162]
John C. Standingdeer, Jr. and Barbara R. Duncan work in the community of the Eastern Band of
Cherokee Indians, a federally recognized tribe that still lives on part of its ancestral homeland in
the mountains of North Carolina. They are working within the tribal community, teaching
language in an innovative way using technology. John Standingdeer, Jr. is a member of the
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, and Barbara Duncan worked for twenty-three years at the
Museum of the Cherokee Indian, and has a Ph.D. in Folklore and Folklife. Neither grew up
speaking the Cherokee language, but in their efforts to learn, both followed John’s ideas about
the language, recognizing that the language had to have a pattern because everything in nature
has a pattern. Being able to conjugate the long word s or sentences of Cherokee is essential for
achieving any level of fluency, and is very difficult for people who grew up speaking English. By
studying the language, however, Standingdeer and Duncan found that every long word has the
same underlying pattern, like a math equation, and can be broken into consistent parts. They
developed courses using this method in pilot classes with members of the Eastern Band and the
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma. At present, four levels of courses are taught at the University of
North Carolina at Asheville, and are also available online. Standingdeer, Jr. and Duncan
received a software patent for the courses in 2015 and their website includes a dictionary
searchable in Cherokee and English, a user interface for building polysynthetic words, and four
online courses.
In a statement provided for this Report, John Standingdeer, Jr. wrote:
I appreciate that the United Nations wants to protect the rights of indigenous people, that they
are showing respect for indigenous people. All of us have the same problem. We are losing our
languages because of cultural genocide. We were forced to speak the languages of the
conquerors. I look back across the bridge of my grandparents. Before them we spoke. After
them, we didn’t. With language, it’s not like there’s a famine and we can go somewhere, to one
central place, for food. Because we all need different food. Your food would keep me alive, but
it’s not the food of my people. We can communicate in English, but it’s not the language of our
people. You and I, we know we are going to die, but we have grandchildren. We want them to
have the language. Whatever the governments can do to help the people would be good, so that
our grandchildren can have our language.[163]
Highlighting Two Strategies
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1. The United States should acknowledge and remedy[164] the impacts of its past policies
suppressing indigenous languages. The next version of the federal NALA should take this
step, both symbolically and administratively, first by renewing and extending funding
under the Esther Martinez Language Preservation Act, and second by extending the
substantive protections for indigenous languages, in health, education, and judicial
processes, consistent with the Declaration.
2. Tribes and tribal governments should consider translating the Declaration into
indigenous languages. Following the example of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, the
Karelian people of Russia, and indigenous peoples across the globe,[165] this project
would make the Declaration accessible to non-English speakers, advance interpretation of
the Declaration consistent with indigenous norms and values, and demonstrate the
relevance of indigenous languages to human rights.
Subject 2: Business & Human Rights[166]
Development and business activities have historically occurred in a way that excludes tribes
from key decision-making processes and results in negative impacts on their lands, territories,
and resources.[167] While businesses are not signatories to the Declaration, the Declaration is
still a powerful tool to address these historical injustices, to promote tribe-led and self-
determined development, and to support sustainable business that respects the rights of
indigenous peoples in the United States.
The conversation at the Business and Human Rights workshop was grounded in Articles 3, 10,
19, 28, 29, and 32, all of which promote self-determined development and FPIC.[168] The
panelists and participants also discussed the role of related international norms and frameworks
including the U.N. Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, the Ten Principles of the
U.N. Global Compact, and the Sustainable Development Goals.[169]
Reforming Federal Indian Law Using a Business & Human Rights Strategy
In the Business & Human Rights Workshop, the group focused on how indigenous-led economic
development and effective corporate engagement can play a powerful role in promoting the
human rights of indigenous peoples in the United States.
While the United States is a signatory to the Declaration, its position is that the Declaration is
“not legally binding” and not “a statement of current international law.”[170] Furthermore,
while the United States recognizes “the significance of the Declaration’s provisions on free, prior
and informed consent[,]” it qualifies those provisions as a “call for a process of meaningful
consultation with tribal leaders.”[171] The federal government’s emphasis on consultation rather
than consent is an ongoing challenge for tribes seeking to ensure they have the necessary
decision-making authority over projects that affect their lands, territories, and resources. This
challenge is further amplified by the view of numerous entities, including companies and
financial institutions, that consider adherence to federal law sufficient to ensure that the rights
of indigenous peoples are respected.[172]
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The controversy surrounding the DAPL exemplified these challenges.[173] For three years, the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe attempted to voice their opposition to the project.[174] However,
because the companies, investors, financial institutions, and other entities did not
properly engage with or respect the rights of the Tribe, the project ended up
costing an estimated $7.5 billion, over double the originally projected cost of $3.8
billion.[175] Furthermore, the banks that financed the pipeline lost an estimated
$4.4 billion from individual and city account closures during the #DefundDAPL
movement.[176]
Despite these challenges, there are opportunities to support indigenous-led development and to
ensure that tribes can meaningfully participate in decisions that impact their land, rights, and
resources in the United States.
One model of self-determined economic development is the Larrakia Declaration on the
Development of Indigenous Tourism.[177] The Larrakia Declaration, which recognizes the
Declaration as a foundational document, outlines a series of principles that support the
development of indigenous tourism.[178] Building on the Larrakia Declaration, the World
Indigenous Tourism Alliance has developed checklists, best practices, guidelines, and other tools
for the international tourism industry to ensure they are respecting the human rights of
indigenous peoples.  This model can be replicated across various sectors to create industry-
specific guidelines and tools that are defined by and respect the rights of indigenous peoples.
Another opportunity is to work directly with members of the private sector, including investors,
shareholders, businesses, transnational corporations, and financial institutions. While private
entities are not signatories to the Declaration, they are increasingly recognizing that there is a
corporate responsibility to respect the rights of indigenous peoples as evidenced by the U.N.
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (Guiding Principles) and the U.N. Global
Compact.
Of note, the Global Compact, which is a corporate initiative to support socially responsible
companies, acknowledges that “[p]ositive engagement with indigenous peoples can . . .
contribute to the success of resource development initiatives—from granting and maintaining
social licenses to actively participating in business ventures as owners, contractors and
employees . . . .” The Global Compact also acknowledged the fact that “[f]ailing to respect the
rights of indigenous peoples can put businesses at significant legal, financial[,] and reputational
risk.”[181]
Quantifying the legal, financial, and reputational risk is crucial to changing the behavior of
private actors. Any research that makes a pro-business case for why companies should respect
the rights of indigenous peoples will incentivize companies to change their policies and
procedures and, in turn, put pressure on the U.S. government to more closely align






1. Empower tribes to create self-articulated standards and models of FPIC. One of the most
powerful ways for tribes to ensure members’ human rights are respected is to create their
own self-articulated standards for how outside entities should engage with them on any
project that impacts their lands, rights, and resources. Tribes can pull from engagement
protocols and standards developed by other indigenous groups around the world,
including the Maya Consultation Framework of the Belize Maya, and the Larrakia
Declaration, to develop decision-making processes that are aligned with each tribe’s needs,
cultures, and traditions.
2. Make the business case to investors, financial institutions, and companies for why they
should obtain tribes’ FPIC. At the same time, develop tools, resources, and guides that
companies, investors, and financial institutions can use to ensure they are respecting the
rights of indigenous peoples. As the private sector begins to understand the legal,
financial, and reputational risks of development that occur without tribal
consent,182F[182] they will need technical advice for how they can integrate FPIC and
other Declaration principles into their policies and practices.183F[183]
Subject 3: Religious Freedoms
The issue of religious freedom for indigenous peoples in the United States is highly contested,
and deeply in need of legal reform. In the Conference panel on religious freedoms, Kristen
Carpenter, Greg Johnson, and Steve Moore discussed how the Declaration can be used in these
efforts.[184]
Indigenous peoples are, in many ways, inextricably tied to place, as for many, their identity
comes from a creation story or a migration that situates them in a particular homeland, and that
homeland gives rise to values and norms that dictate and guide their lives on earth, their
relationships with one another, and the natural world. These sacred places are linked to identity,
contemporary ceremony, religious rituals, and the practice of what American law terms
“religion.” In many cases, in order for the tribe to exist as a people, they need ongoing access to
that place. However, the process of conquest and colonization placed these sites under
ownership and management of the U.S. government, which to this day threatens the existence of
these sacred sites.[185] Just recently, Congress sold Oak Flat, a sacred site for the Apache
people, to a mining company.[186] There, the Apache engage in a coming-of-age ceremony for
women. The United States’ control of Oak Flat hindered young Apache women’s ability to
transition to adulthood and participate in their roles in the community.[187]
Even though the existence and protection of sacred places is inseparable from the survival of
indigenous peoples, the spiritual interests of indigenous peoples are not protected when the
Supreme Court interprets the First Amendment, as NARF attorney Steve Moore explained.[188]
In 1978, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) promised to protect and preserve
Native Americans’ inherent right to freedom of belief, expression, and exercise of traditional
religions, which included access to sacred sites.[189] Litigation under AIRFA proved to be
largely unsuccessful. In Lyng v. Northwestern Indian Cemtery Ass’n, the Supreme Court held
that the First Amendment does not protect sacred places on public lands, even if developing the
land will “destroy” the religion in question and that AIRFA “ha[d] no teeth.”[190]Later in 1990,
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the ruling in Employment Division Department of Human Resources of Oregon v. Smith held
that it does not violate American Indian free exercise rights for a state to prohibit sacramental
use of peyote through a generally applicable law.[191] Smith prompted Congress to enact the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA),[192] reinstating the “substantially burdening” or
“compelling interest” test even for neutral statutes of general applicability; however, courts have
split somewhat on whether RFRA protects American Indian sacred sites.[193]
For the federal government to understand and accommodate Native religions, there must be “a
willingness on the part of non-Indians and the courts to entertain different ideas about the
nature of religion.”[194] There are examples of meaningful accommodations such as the return
of Taos Blue Lake to the Taos Pueblo, purchase of sacred Wao Kele O’Puna, recognition of
revered rainforest lands in Hawai‘i, closures of U.S. Forest Service lands during ceremonies, and
various resolutions of land-use conflicts in sacred monuments. This framework reflects
indigenous values in decision-making, and it balances various interests in existing laws and
policies, the public’s needs and desires, and the need to manage and protect sacred places.
Despite this, provision for tribal traditional and cultural practices is still needed.[195]The
Declaration can help shape and implement this framework.
Greg Johnson, a religious studies scholar who has been deeply involved in efforts in Hawai’i,
offered two examples that help illustrate indigenous religious claims advanced through state and
federal mechanisms and under the Declaration: Mauna Kea and international repatriation of
Native Hawaiian remains from Germany.[196] At their core, these claims are examples of
jurisgenerative actions because they are instances when indigenous peoples asserted their
jurisdiction, their own principles and understanding of law, and drew upon the Declaration as
an indigenous legal document to advance their interests.[197]
Hawai’i boasts a robust constitutional framework for protecting Native Hawaiian rights,[198]
and contemporary Hawaiians rely on this framework to defend Hawaiian lands, practices, and
subsistence rights. But increasingly, there is a disconnect between these state level mechanisms
and the aspirations of Hawaiian peoples to exercise their traditional customary rights. To fill this
vacuum, Hawaiians have educated themselves about the Declaration, related human rights
instruments, and their own history as subjects of the Hawaiian kingdom.[199]
There is an ongoing land-use dispute concerning Mauna Kea, a sacred site for Native Hawaiians.
[200] The Hawai‘i Supreme Court recently approved a permit for construction of a thirty-meter
telescope on this sacred place,[201] and the state is seeking to implement new administrative
rules on the mountain designed to limit protests and punish the Kia‘i (protectors), as was done
at Standing Rock.[202] The 2015 protest on Mauna Kea was not merely a political event,
Johnson described, rather it was religion coming alive, with tradition being recast and reframed
in a moment of intense need. He further explained, in religious studies, we recognize that
moments of intense political friction are frequently also examples of religious practice and
expression—the very essence of living traditions. This is what transpired on Mauna Kea in 2015.
[203] A similar but even larger situation unfolded over the summer of 2019 in the form of a
massive encampment protest grounded in religious protocol and guided by kūpuna (elders). In
these contexts, indigenous leaders and advocates have used the Declaration to affirm their rights
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to religious practice on Mauna Kea, but the State has repeatedly dismissed the document.
Perhaps the vocal uprising on Mauna Kea will provide the State with a fresh opportunity to
appreciate the Declaration’s relevance to its people.[204]
Highlighting Two Strategies
1. Reference the Declaration to address religious freedoms at sacred sites as a matter of
religious freedoms and land rights. As explained above, federal courts have failed to
recognize American Indian claims regarding sacred sites as a matter of religious or
property rights. In litigation under the First Amendment and RFRA, tribal lawyers could
cite the Declaration to illustrate the consensus in the world community, including the
United States, that these are meaningful beliefs and practices that should be protected
from government infringement, alongside all other religions. Article 11 provides that
indigenous peoples have the right to practice and revitalize their cultural traditions, which
includes their right to maintain their archeological and historical sites. States have an
obligation to “redress through effective mechanisms, which may include restitution,
developed in conjunction with indigenous peoples, with respect to their cultural,
intellectual, religious and spiritual property taken without their free, prior and informed
consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs.”[205] In Article 25, the
Declaration recognizes that indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen
their distinctive spiritual relationships with traditionally owned or otherwise occupied
lands.[206]
If sacred sites have already been appropriated or desecrated, the Declaration could help to
inform remedies. In the United States, the traditional remedy for the loss of land is “fair
compensation,” although the standard for “fair” is lower for Indians.[207] However, under the
Declaration, this remedy is not appropriate because of the significance of land to indigenous
peoples. Land is sacred, life, identity, and continuity. Thus, the principal remedy under the
Declaration is actual restitution of the land. Article 11 talks about restitution of culturally
significant lands that have been taken without free, prior, and informed consent, and Article 28
addresses actual restitution.[208] Advocates should consider utilizing these articles in their
litigation, legislative, and administrative process strategies pertaining to remedies for the loss of
land. While sometimes actual restitution is not possible due to settler occupation and
development, in some cases the federal government remains the landowner, and cooperative
management solutions can emerge, such as in the case of Bears Ears National Monument. And
actual restitution has been effectuated, as in the case of the return of Blue Lake to the Taos
Pueblo.[209]
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2. Move from consultation to consent in religious freedoms advocacy. Better still would be
preventing violations of American Indian religious freedoms, thereby avoiding litigation.
One way to do that is to improve upon the consultation process regarding sacred sites.
Statutes such as the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) have been interpreted to
provide only a procedural right for tribes to be consulted regarding actions that would
affect sacred sites.210F[210] As is, the consultation process is frustrating because
indigenous peoples spend time and resources to engage in consultation, yet under the
current legal standards the agency can decide to disregard what it learns from the
consultation and green-light a project that destroys a sacred site.211F[211] However,
Article 19 of the Declaration recognizes the right to free, prior, and informed
consent.212F[212] Advocates can point to best practices in which consultation regarding
the management of sacred sites on public lands has culminated in consent. Examples
include Medicine Wheel National Monument and Devils Tower National Monuments,
where the U.S. Forest Service and U.S. National Park Service, respectively, came to an
agreement with indigenous peoples regarding management of sacred sites on public lands,
and these agreements withstood lawsuits challenging them.213F[213] The indigenous
peoples’ movement could even organize an effort to amend NHPA to require FPIC.
Subject 4: Cultural Rights[214]
Closely related to, and often overlapping with religious freedoms, is the topic of indigenous
peoples’ cultural rights. The United States has a long history of cultural violence against
indigenous peoples, beginning with the process of colonization and conquest. Violations of
American Indian cultural rights include the taking of lands and children, the outlawing of
languages, dances, ceremonies, and traditional subsistence practices, the relocation, attempted
assimilation, cultural appropriation, and degradation of sacred places, and the desecration of
burial grounds.
While federal and state laws in the United States have historically provided very little protection
for cultural rights, numerous articles of the Declaration directly address the protection and
promotion of indigenous cultures, including Articles 8 and 9, Articles 11 to 17, and Article 31.
Other relevant articles include Article 18 (indigenous peoples’ right to participate in decision-
making in matters that may affect their rights) and Article 19 (states’ obligation to obtain
indigenous peoples’ free, prior, and informed consent before adopting measures that may affect
them).
Reforming Federal Indian Law Regarding Cultural Rights
While there is much work to be done, efforts to implement the Declaration’s cultural rights
provisions in the United States are not starting from a blank slate. Existing federal laws, such as
the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), and the Indian Arts and Crafts Act (IACA), already provide some
protections for tribes’ tangible and intangible cultural property, sacred sites, and other aspects
of tribal cultures. These existing laws should be strengthened and amended to better conform to
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the requirements of the Declaration. In addition, tribes are currently exercising their own
cultural sovereignty to protect their cultural rights, through tribal laws, governing documents,
and their interactions with federal, state, and local governments.[215]
Fundamentally, the Western legal system focuses on the individual, as opposed to the collective
rights framework. Treaties between tribes and the United States, though still the law of the land,
were written in English and failed to adequately reflect and communicate tribal traditions and
tribal relationships with lands, fish, wildlife, and other natural resources that go beyond mere
property rights. U.S. museums and anthropology labs at universities continue to house remains
of indigenous peoples. For some indigenous peoples, such as the Yaqui of Arizona, cultural
patrimony rests in museums of foreign countries, prompting claims for international
repatriation consistent with Articles 11 and 12 of the Declaration.[216] As Honor Keeler has
written, there is a need for a “stronger response in domestic and international contexts involving
communication with, consent of, and partnership with indigenous communities in international
repatriation.”[217]
Highlighting Two Strategies
1. Repatriation of sacred objects and human remains. Advocates should consider working to
achieve administrative and legislative reform, including expanding NAGPRA’s statute of
limitations and penalties; enactment of state and local ordinances on repatriation;
addressing international repatriation through amendments to the Cultural Property
Implementation Act, (CPIA), NAGPRA, and other laws; and supporting the development
of an international repatriation mechanism for indigenous peoples’ cultural patrimony and
sacred objects.
2. Regulating intangible cultural property. Advocates can also work with tribal governments
regarding protection of traditional knowledge, cultural expressions, and genetic resources
and can support the work of the National Congress of American Indians and tribal
governments in participating in both federal and international processes regarding the
recognition of indigenous peoples’ cultural property rights.
Subject 5: Indian Child Welfare[218]
In the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (ICWA),[219] the U.S. Congress recognized that “there is
no resource that is more vital to the continued existence and integrity of Indian tribes than their
children and the United States has a direct interest, as trustee, in protecting Indian children who
are members of or are eligible for membership in an Indian tribe.”[220] ICWA has resulted in
marked improvements for Indian children and Indian families in the child welfare system.[221]
However, inconsistent application of, and sometimes outright resistance to, ICWA mean that its
promise still is not fully realized.[222] In addition, ICWA speaks largely to only one aspect of the
general welfare of Indian children—their treatment in the child welfare system—and fails to
address education, child labor, and other issues that confront Indian children every day.
The Declaration, if implemented in U.S. law and relied upon by U.S. courts, could help bring
consistency to ICWA implementation. It also could advance the law concerning the “well-being”
or “human rights” of indigenous children[223]beyond simply “child welfare” or “child custody”
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as envisioned in ICWA.[224] This working group’s conversation about Indian Child Welfare was
grounded in Articles 3, 7, 8, 9, 14, 17, and 22 of the Declaration, which recognize indigenous
peoples’ rights, among others, to self-determination, to belong to their indigenous nations, and
to be free from assimilation, discrimination, and acts of genocide, including the forced removal
of their children.[225] These articles have been cited in international advocacy regarding
American children threatened with removal from their families.[226]
Although there is promise in the Declaration, caution is also warranted. For example, Professor
Matthew L.M. Fletcher—both in his general address to the Conference and in the child welfare
discussion—recounted the experience of a group of legal scholars writing an amicus brief for an
Indian Child Welfare Act case, debating whether to reference the Declaration.[227] The word
“child” appears many times in the Declaration, and the scholars wanted to express that children
are an absolutely critical component of the future of indigenous peoples. However, the group
decided against it, noting that “the law is all about hierarchy and certainty, and the Declaration
is an infant in terms of the law.”[228] New strategies like citing the Declaration are untested, at
the bottom of the hierarchy, and may carry high risks. Strategically, Fletcher reminded
advocates to be very careful in the kind of messages they send.[229] While the ICWA scholars
were not quite ready to use the Declaration in 2018, “that does not mean we should ignore
it.”[230] In the next ten years, more judges may be open to the concept that the Declaration is a
valid expression of law. Over time, their opinions will legitimize the Declaration within the legal
structure and help it rise up in the hierarchy of law.
Reforming Federal Indian Law Regarding Indian Child Welfare
In the arena of child welfare, tribes already are well-positioned to move the United States toward
greater recognition of the rights identified in the Declaration. ICWA itself led to a jurisgenerative
movement in Indian country, as tribes enacted child welfare codes and created social service
departments—in much the same way that the Declaration has been a jurisgenerative force in
human rights.[231] U.S. law already recognizes the right of Indian tribes to self-
determination[232] and the right to due process before removing Indian children from their
families.[233] Many Indian tribes have strong, productive relationships with their neighboring
states; nearly three dozen states have enacted aspects of ICWA into their state law, and several
states have enacted wide-ranging statutes implementing and expanding upon ICWA in state law.
[234] For example, Maine has embarked on a truth-and-reconciliation process with regard to its
history of removing Indian children from their families and their tribes.[235]
Nevertheless, even in the arena of child welfare, progress will not be easy. Inadequate public
education regarding the political status of Indians and Indian tribes, and the authority exercised
by tribal governments, leads to widespread misunderstandings about Indian rights and tribal
powers.[236] A lack of data about Indian children in the child welfare system makes it difficult
to quantify the problem, as well as any successes or failures. The structure of the United States’
legal system leaves the tribes and their allies with the financial burden of ensuring ICWA
compliance and defending ICWA against legal challenges. More importantly, even forty years
after ICWA’s enactment, Indian children still are more likely than other children to be removed
from their families and their communities.[237]
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The Declaration’s many provisions speak broadly about children’s rights to freedom from
economic exploitation, to a culturally appropriate education, and to connections with their
communities.[238] In a nation where Indian children have been subjected to a nefarious
“market” for adoption,[239] and where the sex trafficking of Indian children is all too common,
[240] legal recognition of such a right against economic exploitation could be transformative.
The Declaration also recognizes a right to culturally appropriate education,[241] even for
indigenous persons who live away from their indigenous communities.[242] Such a right, if
recognized by the United States, might go a long way toward redressing the harms caused by the
federal government’s “relocation” programs of the mid-twentieth century. We encourage
policymakers and advocates—tribal, state, and federal—who work with Indian children to
familiarize themselves with these provisions of the Declaration, and to use the Declaration as an
example of how Indian children’s rights can be advanced. However, merely invoking the
Declaration can raise the ire of some in the U.S. judiciary;[243] thus, extreme caution is
warranted with regard to when and how to cite to the Declaration as authority in United States
courts. The Conference participants identified several strategies for using the Declaration to
advance the welfare of Indian children, with two strategies highlighted below:
Highlighting Two Strategies
1. Domesticate the Declaration through tribal law. Tribal law is a recognized source of legal
authority in the United States, especially when it concerns the welfare of the tribe’s
member children. Consequently, where a tribal law recognizes a particular right, a state
court adjudicating the status of an Indian child from that tribe may afford the right more
weight than if the right was merely recognized by a “foreign” source of law. The working
group recommended that tribes carefully review the Declaration, identify those rights
already expressed or that they wish to express within their governing documents
(constitutions, codes, etc.), and take the necessary steps to ensure that those rights are
formally recognized by the tribe.
2. Expand focus beyond child welfare to the well-being and human rights of indigenous
children, families, and tribes.Although the Declaration has little to say specifically about
the issues that the United States’ legal system categorizes as “child welfare,” many
provisions speak more broadly about children’s rights to a culturally appropriate
education, freedom from exploitation, and connections with their communities. We
recommend that advocates and policymakers refer to those parts of the Declaration when
advancing policy in these areas. Doing so will help establish the Declaration itself, and the
specific rights recognized therein, as part of the broader conversation about the welfare of
children and could potentially open doors to utilize the Declaration in other child-related
policy arenas.
Subject 6: Climate Change & Environmental Policy[244]
In the Workshop on Climate Change and Environmental Policy, participants discussed that
indigenous peoples are among those most adversely affected by climate change, despite their
small carbon footprint.[245] In large part, this is because of their close relationship with nature,
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and their dependence on it for their livelihoods.[246] It is therefore essential that indigenous
peoples are actively involved in climate actions at all levels and that their rights are respected.
A variety of articles in the Declaration establish the framework for this to happen. These include,
among others, Articles 3 (self-determination), 18 (participation in decision-making in matters
that would affect their rights), 19 (free, prior, and informed consent for legislative or
administrative measures that may affect them), and 32 (free, prior, and informed consent for
projects affecting their lands, territories, and resources).[247] In addition, the preamble to the
2015 Paris Climate Agreement states specifically that in all climate actions, parties should
“respect, promote, and consider their respective obligations on . . . the rights of indigenous
peoples . . . .”[248]
Article 7, paragraph 5 of the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement indicates that adaptation actions
should be guided by “knowledge of indigenous peoples” where appropriate.[249] Further,
paragraph 135 of the Paris Decision established a Local Communities and Indigenous Peoples
platform related to traditional knowledge.[250] The challenge is to see that these obligations are
in fact honored. Indigenous peoples have a great deal at stake in a proper assessment of, and
response to, climate change as well as a lot to contribute to these processes. But in order to play
their proper role, their rights under the Declaration must be respected and implemented.
Reforming Federal Law Regarding Climate Change & Environmental Policy
The challenges to implementation of the rights of indigenous peoples in the context of climate
change at the national level are twofold. The first challenge relates to the lack of commitment at
the national level to address climate change in a meaningful manner, much less at the level of
response called for by the recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
which has urged that states take drastic action to avoid catastrophic impacts.251F[251] The U.S.
has abdicated any leadership role it may have had in addressing climate change at the
international level by announcing that it is pulling out of the Paris Agreement, and domestically
by doing away with Environmental Protection Agency, (EPA), protections.252F[252] The second
challenge is the overt hostility to the rights of indigenous peoples at the national level, as
evidenced by the approval of pipelines such as DAPL and the Keyston XL pipeline, (KXL), in
disregard of these rights, the attack on Bears Ears National Monument, and numerous other
attacks on indigenous peoples’ self-determination.
On the other hand, indigenous peoples’ relationship to their lands and natural resources
remains strong. In many instances, their contemporary commitment to the environment is
based on their original cultural and spiritual principles. For example, the Yuroks’ creation story
informs their tribal constitution’s protections for the salmon, the sturgeon, the water, and the
land. These provisions, in turn, inform the tribe’s commitment to climate advocacy and its
current participation in the carbon market as a source of revenue to support land and forest
restoration.
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Participants also identified resources and opportunities, including the United Nation’s new
Local Communities and Indigenous Peoples Platform and the Facilitative Working Group
charged with establishing the Platform’s workplan,[253]and the Governors’ Climate and Forests
Task Force’s shared principles agreed upon by thirty-four subnational governments and
eighteen indigenous peoples-representative organizations.
Highlighting Two Strategies
1. The Green New Deal has excellent language referring to the rights of indigenous peoples.
Article 4(M) provides that, in carrying out the Act, the government “must obtain the free,
prior, and informed consent of indigenous peoples for all decisions that affect indigenous
peoples and their traditional territories, honoring all treaties and agreements with
indigenous peoples, and protecting and enforcing their sovereignty and land
rights.”254F[254]This legislation also deals with the need for a just transition to a clean
energy economy and the need to address historic injustices.255F[255] This creates an
opportunity that should not be lost. This process must be monitored and supported along
the way and all steps should be taken to ensure that this language is in any legislative
proposal on climate change.
2. S. and state scientific and land management agencies must be educated on how to best
use indigenous knowledge to address climate change. This will often take place at the
tribal level with those agencies working on the ground with indigenous knowledge holders.
Much of the advocacy can occur at subnational levels, as between state governors and
tribal leaders, and among indigenous peoples around the world.
Subject 7: Technology, Media, & Communications[256]
Today, technology is inextricably linked to media, communication, self-expression, and
democratic participation. Where indigenous peoples have had access to, control of, and
ownership of media and communications networks, media has played a vital, and often pivotal,
role in supporting indigenous communities on issues of water and land rights, elections, human
rights, representation, and policymaking.[257] Important local, national, and international civic
issues are often framed with the help of media. As long-time media and communications
advocate and CEO of Native Public Media Loris Taylor explained in a written statement,
“indigenous sovereignty depends on the collective values of civic engagement, exercising the
power of self-determination, and self-government as informed members of the global
community.”[258]
With communications and civic engagement increasingly happening online, the technology
divide accentuates the importance of access to information for poor, disconnected, and
underserved communities. The intersection between communications, media, and technology
and the powerful roles they play in the self-determination and self-governance of indigenous
peoples cannot be overstated. For example, the Oglala Lakota Plan includes the Tribe’s vision
and recommendations for telecommunications services. The plan states:
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We want to COMMUNICATE better! . . . This includes increasing communication between
government offices and programs, between the government and the people, and increasing
communication among ourselves and with the world . . . . Access to broadband and wireless
internet is important for social and economic reasons. High speed connections to the internet
allow people to communicate with each other and access products and services over the internet.
Internet access can lead to economic development. Many businesses are able to sell goods and
services over the internet. Other businesses, such as data centers, may be drawn to Pine Ridge
Indian Reservation because of access to high speed fiber optic cables.[259]
When connected, indigenous peoples can use technology and media to benefit their individual
standing, families, and communities. Indigenous peoples who have access, control, and /or
ownership of their own communications and technological infrastructure are able to influence
the messages shared in mass media, share their own messages, and develop their own media
networks in local efforts to end invisibility and misrepresentation.[260]
The Declaration’s support for indigenous peoples’ technology, media, and communication rights
is grounded in the articles that recognize indigenous peoples’ right to: self-determination;[261]
self-government;[262] maintain distinct economic, social, and cultural institutions;[263]
practice and revitalize cultural traditions;[264] share these traditions with future generations;
[265] promote the dignity and diversity of indigenous cultures;[266] and establish indigenous
media and technology networks.[267] In addition, other articles[268] help affirm the
participation, ownership, and leadership of indigenous peoples in technology and deployment of
telecommunications infrastructure.
Reforming U.S. Law Regarding Technology, Media, and Communications Using the Principles
in the Declaration
In recent decades, the advent of the internet and emerging digital platforms have decentralized
the traditional practices of mass media production and presented new opportunities for
indigenous visibility. While a flourishing global community of indigenous creatives, business
owners, and technologists has harnessed the power of the internet and digital technologies to
change the narrative in mass media, access to these technologies is still severely lacking in
indigenous communities. Lack of basic infrastructure, absent service providers, and the high
cost of digital technology jeopardize the ability of indigenous governments to take advantage of
the educational, social, democratic, and economic promises of the digital age.[269] These
challenges hinder the ability of indigenous governments to develop digital economies that
sustain self-determination, to create and implement their own technology plans to affirm
sovereignty, and to be seen as architects of their own digital future and vital contributors to the
global digital ecosystem.[270]
Verifiable data is at the core of reforming U.S. technology, media, and communications laws and
policies for indigenous peoples in the United States. Verifiable data is an imperative prerequisite
to understanding the true state of the communications, media, and technology landscape of
American Indians and is necessary to ensure the effective government-to-government
consultation process.
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The first study to take on this important question was conducted by Native Public Media in
2009, which found that less than 10 percent of Native Americans surveyed reported cell phone
coverage in their community.[271] Since then, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
and the Department of Commerce have released a handful of conflicting reports on internet
access. According to the Department of Commerce, in 2017, 67 percent of American Indian and
Alaska Native households had internet access and only 17 percent did not have a computer at
home.[272] In 2018, however, the FCC reported that 65 percent of tribal lands had access to
broadband service, and only 35 percent lacked access.[273] The Department of Commerce relies
on data collected through the U.S. Census American Community Survey, which reports on
population estimates based on random sampling of census tracts and blocks.[274] The FCC uses
data reported by internet providers on where they “may have broadband infrastructure,” and
such data is not independently verifiable.[275] Recently, the Government Accountability Office
found that the FCC “considers broadband to be ‘available’ for an entire census block if the
[service] provider could serve at least one location in the census block,” thus overstating access
to internet service in tribal lands.[276]
Understanding the landscape of communications infrastructure in Indian Country helps address
the barriers indigenous peoples face to participate in mass media, create their own media, and
develop and implement their own technology plans. It provides foundational information for
tribes, like the Oglala Lakota, to create and design their own media, communications, and
technology plans as well as the opportunity to urge reforms through recommendations to
domestic and international policymaking bodies. Without understanding the status of
telecommunications infrastructure access in Indian Country, tribes will not be able to draft
plans that will address their needs and aspirations.[277]
Technology, Media, and Communications: Opportunities and Challenges
The decentralization of media practices;[278] convergence of audio, video, and data; decreased
technology costs; access to digital platforms and mobile technologies; and elimination of
middlemen in media have contributed to increasing opportunities for the media inclusion of
peoples that were once disenfranchised by media, technology, and communications barriers and
challenges. Indigenous content creators are developing thriving creative communities, online
and off. From radio producers on community and Native radio[279] to sociocultural critics on
podcasts,[280] from health and wellness initiatives[281] to fashion designers and business
owners on Instagram,[282] from travel vloggers and comedians on YouTube,[283] to
photographers and indigenous artists on social media,[284] from coding programs to video
games developed in collaboration with indigenous peoples and based on indigenous
philosophies,[285] and from tribally-owned film production departments[286] to video
streaming platforms specializing in indigenous movies, documentaries, and content[287]—the
indigenous digital creative world is deeply diverse, innovative, growing, and making global
connections. The content is unlike anything present in mass media and addresses a multitude of
topics, including those that mass media does not associate with indigenous communities, such
as queer identity, fashion, and environmental policy.
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Historically, however, indigenous peoples have lacked the tools and resources required to
produce and influence mass media, and disparities in access remain.[288] Moreover, despite
guidelines that require consultation with tribes to obtain free, prior and informed consent in
telecommunications infrastructure deployment,[289] consultation is not the norm in the
technology industry. The FCC recently attempted to enact a rule that would allow companies to
place devices that transmit cell phone signals on historical tribal lands without the requisite
reviews under the National Historic Preservation Act, (“NHPA”), and the National
Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”).[290] Tribes sued and won at the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals.[291] The court stated that “the FCC did not adequately address the potential
harms of deregulation or the benefits of environmental and historic-preservation reviews,
particularly for Indian lands that may include Tribal burial grounds, land vistas, and other sites
that Tribal Nations . . . regard as sacred or otherwise culturally significant.”[292]
Finally, a key component of today’s global economy is the monetization of digital data. One of
the most pressing questions facing national, state, tribal, and local governments is how to
regulate the collection, control, and usage of digital data.293F[293] In this technology sector,
tribes are both collectors and regulators of data. Tribes “use data internally to monitor delivery
of services, emerging needs of tribal populations, and the state of lands and resources” and use
data externally “to shape federal, state, and local policy.”[294] As sovereigns, tribes also play an
important role in the regulation of data by enacting their own digital data privacy laws and
establishing data-sharing protocols with state and federal governments. Indigenous peoples are
engaged in this aspect of digital communications and growing a global movement that promotes
Indigenous Data Sovereignty, or “the right of each tribe to control the collection, ownership, and
application of its own data.”[295]
Strategies to Reform Technology, Media, & Communications
The workshop conversation about Technology, Media, and Communications was grounded on
Articles 3, 4, 5, 11, 13, 15, and 16 of the Declaration. Collectively, these articles recognize
indigenous peoples’ right to: self-determination,[296]autonomy, and self-government,[297] as
well as the right to “maintain and strengthen distinct economic, social, and cultural
institutions.”[298] The Declaration also recognizes the “right to practice and revitalize cultural
traditions,” which includes developing the past, present, and future manifestations of culture via
technology and visual arts;[299] the right “to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future
generations indigenous histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and
literatures;”[300] and the right “to the dignity and diversity of cultures, traditions, histories and
aspirations which are to be appropriately reflected in education and public information.”[301]
Importantly, the articles recognize the right to “establish media in [indigenous] languages and
have access to all forms of non-indigenous media without discrimination.”[302]
Under the Declaration, states have a responsibility “to consult and cooperate in good faith with
indigenous peoples in order to obtain their free, prior and informed consent before adopting and
implementing measures that may affect them.”[303] This includes consulting with indigenous
peoples “prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands, territories and
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resources”[304] and working to “establish and implement, in conjunction with indigenous
peoples,” processes that recognize “indigenous peoples’ laws, traditions, customs and
systems.”[305]
Reforming U.S. federal technology, media, and communications laws and policies requires the
active engagement of all federally recognized American Indian Tribes and Alaska Natives in the
rulemaking process of the FCC; the legislative process of Congress; and consultations among the
federal government, its agencies, and tribes, through locally-driven task forces and allied
movement-building.
Conclusion
The Conference concluded with a meeting in which participants discussed broad-based next
steps for assessing and implementing the Declaration, highlighting the following strategies: (1)
educate indigenous communities, tribal lawyers, and state and federal governments about the
Declaration and its relevance to American Indian legal struggles; (2) support capacity building
for American Indian tribal governments, traditional communities, and national organizations
that wish to engage in legal reform consistent with the Declaration—examples may include
development of a website and implementation tool kit; (3) research and undertake strategic
interventions in domestic administrative, legislative, and litigation matters in which the
Declaration will be a useful tool; (4) participate in the international human rights movement
through activities at the United Nations, regional, and other venues; and (5) raise funds to
support these and future activities.
In the months following the Conference, there have been several important developments. Many
examples aim to move relations between tribes and other governments toward a relationship of
mutual consent consistent with the Declaration. In this vein, Matthew Fletcher cited the
Declaration in testimony on April 3, 2019, to the Congress House Committee on Natural
Resources regarding the RESPECT Act, a bill to ensure effective consultation between the
United States and Indian Tribes in regard to federal activities that affect tribal lands and
interests.[306] In addition, Washington State, largely through the leadership of Quinault Tribal
Chairwoman Fawn Sharp, adopted a Free Prior and Informed Consent policy to guide the
Washington State Attorney General’s Office in its dealings with tribal nations.[307]
In the realm of cultural rights, the Pasqua Yaqui Tribe of Arizona made a formal request to the
Expert Mechanism for assistance in repatriating a sacred cultural item from Sweden pursuant to
the Declaration’s Articles 11 and 12. Other tribal nations in the U.S. could follow suit by
requesting the Expert Mechanism’s assistance in realizing the aims of the Declaration through
facilitation of dialogue or provision of technical advice.
NARF, representing the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI), is participating in the
negotiation of instruments to govern indigenous peoples’ intellectual and cultural property in
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). Additionally, NARF is working with NCAI
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and CU Law, with the participation of WIPO and the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, to
provide training on intellectual property rights and the exchange of best practices with American
Indian tribes regarding the protection of intangible property through tribal law and custom.
* This report has been drafted by Kristen Carpenter, Council Tree Professor of Law and Director
of the American Indian Law Program, along with Edyael Casaperalta and Danielle Lazore-
Thompson, American Indian Law Program Fellows, at the University of Colorado, with
submissions from panel and workshop chairs Greg Bigler, Carla Fredericks, Kim Gottschalk,
Dan Lewerenz, Sue Noe, Zoe Osterman, Alexey Tsykarev, and the opportunity for comments
from all Conference speakers. We are grateful to all participants for their inputs at the event and
in the drafting of this document.
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